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Okay, folks: no genealogy crap this time around;
not wen mentions of strange traveling preachers or
whatever. Nor will I inflict on you complaints about
movies made from books. I'm feeling merciful and
am sparingyou, kind readers, from oneofmy several
obsessions. I'll pause a moment to let the cheers die
down.

I think I could hear some of those cheers even
here in the wilds of north-eastern Kentucky.

As I think many others are doing I find myself
thinking about the cost of gasoline (among other
things) and wondering how high it will go and when
it will end. With the cost of fuel going up I find
myself feeling sorry for the minimum (and certain
sub-minimum) wage earners who for one reason or
another rely on automobiles to get them to and from
work. Gas prices must be very hard on them, forcing
them to make some difficult choices. There are times
ftat I, as I'm sure do many others, wish fuel prices
would go down to a more reasonable level.

But I am realistic enough to know that's never
going to happen. America has been fortunate in
having had fuel pricos lower that those in other
counties for a longtime. Inevitably that had to come
to an end for many reasons. We Americans can't
escape ftat. With the quantity of available crude oil
allegedly decreasing and eventually running ouL the
cost of gas will become even more dear. And, iq
soems, the big oil companies intend to milk that for
all it's worth until the very end.

Judgng from the the speeds I've seen the
majority of drivers zoom along L7l,I-75, and I-65
and especially around major urban areas zuch as
Cincinnati/CovingtonlFlorence and Louisville,
Daytor\ Nashville, and Huntsvillg and so on, those
drivers seem to be unconcerned with the rising gas
prices and the dwindling resources. Very few drive
at the ma:rimum posted speed and certainly not at
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more reasonablg gas-saving speeds. They appear to
feel those signs mean nothing at all, don't apply to
them, or is one more thing to ignore. When I see that
I can't help thinking ttrat maybe that's the best way.
Let these people drive in irresponsible, gas wasting
way and hasten both the rise in gas prices and the end
of crude oil from which to refine the gasoline. Let's
reach the inevitable end and get it over with.

But then what will all these millions of drivers
do? What will take the place of gasoline? I there are
those working on alternative fuels but the end results
seem so expensive and so far off and I don't recall
seeing much in the way of news about the progress
or success of any sort of replacement.

I know one of the
alternatives already in
use in a small way is
gasoline mixed with
ethanol in the propor-
tion of l5% gasoline
toSSVoethanol The
gasoline-ethanol mix
is having a widespread
effect that may not
have been anticipated.

Ethanol manufac-
trred from oorn has

driven up the price of corn, the price of milk and
other dairy products (and other items, I suspect) by
being diverted to the making of ethanol. I don't know
how many ethanol-fueld vehicles there are on the
roads but just imagine the impact if vehicles ran on
pure ethanol and if millions (or even only hundreds
of thousands) more people purchased and drove
them. A bad siaration made even worce. But even the
use of 85% ethanollgasoline probably hasn't really
had that great an impact on slowing the decline of
crude oil reserves.
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There are other possibilities, of course. Liquid
hydrogen-poweredvehicles. As soon as a simple and
an economical way can be found to liqueS the
hydrogen and safely store it in bulk and in tanks on
vehicles. But if that ever happened it wouldn't
surprise me a bit to find that somehow the increased
use of hydrogen converted to a liquid would cause
some sort of impact on the economy and prices of
some sorts of other products. As well as on the
environment in some way even if hydrogen is
supposedly the most abundant element in the
universe.

GaVelectric hybrid cars? Sure-as soon as
better, more efficient storage batteries can be
devised. Even then it seems unlikely that will slow
down the vanishing of oil supplies to any major
extent.

Electric cars that can be plugged in between
uses? Sure-again, as soon as better, more effrcient
storage batteries can be devised. But then, think
about it. With possibly millions of that sort ofvehicle
needing to be plugged in there is bound to be an
impact on the electrical power supply and an increase
in electricity rates. Probably more electric power
plants will have to be built. But then how will they
be powered to produce the electricity needed? That's
got to have some sort of reelly big impact on the
environment-wouldn't you think? Of course the
former oil companies could become electic
companies and still manage to make outrageous
profits especially if their plants were devoted solely
to producing electricity for vehicles.

If it were possible to build vehicles that ran
on-pardon the crude language-$ullshit and empty
promises then the politicians in Washington DC
alone would provide and endless supply and those
legislatures in the fifty states could provide
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emergency backups. But I imagine such vehicles are
impossible.

The one alternative I think I favor is the solar
powered vehicle with a battery backup for times
there isn't enough sunlight to power the vehicle (on
clotrdy or rainy days or if someone wanted to drive
somewhere at night). The big, obvious drawback
here is the same as with the gas/electric and the
elecffic cars: better, more efficient storage batteries.
If that obstacle could be overcome and solar/battery-
backup cars became the main form of transportation,
I think the oil companies might be in big frouble
after they no longer had pefroleum supplies. I say
"mighf'because noting is absolutely certain.

But it seems to me that with solar powered
vehicles drivers should have a free, unlimited power
source. Well, not truly unlimited in cosmic terms;
eventually the sun will will go nova and collapse and
grow cold, according to astonomers. But in human
terms it would be unlimited for as long as our species
exists and how determined we are to exterminate
ourselves. I couldbe mistakenbutl can't see how the
oil companies---or anyone else for that matter-
could meter and charge for solar energy to power
vehicles. But perhaps someone with greater
intelligence than I possess might be able to answer
that. At any rate, I'd like to think that solar-powered
vehicles-if they ever became a reality--could spell
the end of the big oil companies and their almost
robber baron-like profi ts.

Of course, when the world does finally run out
ofpetroleum as has been predicted, civilization could
revert a hundred years or so to the use of horse-
drawn vehicles. But then considering some scientist
or expert claimed that the flatrlence from cows was
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contributing to pollution and and a rise in greenhouse
gases, what would the claim be with millions more
horses taking the place of internal combustion
engines?

Now, go ahead-tell me I'm indulging in a
doomed fantasy. Even so, it's a somewhat pleasant
fantasy to contemplate.

Wittr the way the economy-among other
things-is, I worry more and more about how my
children and their spouses and my grandchildren (we
have 9 now; the youngest a little over a year old) are
going to make it in the years atread and especially
what it will be like for them after my wife and I are
gone. I hope the best for them but fear a future no
better than the present and no more advanced. If our
current generations don't seriously start to change
things for the better now and not at some
indeterminate time in the future we will have done a
great injustice and disservice to our grandchildren
and their children especially. I'm sure there are many
positive things we can be doing now and in the near
future to avoid some sort of dystopian civilization
that won't have been their fault because we laid the
groundwork for it. But the way we seem to like to
bitch about unfair conditions without coming
together and working to change them I'm just as
afraid that'll never happen.

Now, to leave that subject for the time being.
Normally I try to avoid any sort of talk of

politics since that can lead to acrimony and bitter
feelings but I can't help noting the current-at
thiswriting-presidential candidates. Firsg though,
way back at the beginning, when there were hordes
of candidates in both parties, I wasn't very impressed
with any of them on either side.

Now it's down to McCain for the Republicans
and Obama for the Democrats. I'm not convinced
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despite all the "popular" support that any of them
should be where they are. I have nothing against an
African-American candidate or a female candidate
had lfillary Clinton overtaken Obama and clinched it
but I'm wondering now if Obama or Hilary should
be the people to make the breakthrough. Too many
voters seem to feel it's time for a change but I'm not

certain they're fully ready for a change like this.
Unfortunately, too many voters also feel that it's
Time there was no Republican president. They
may be right. I'm not going to attempt to predict
what sort of result there will be but after voting
I'll sit back and watch as events unfold and see

qF_ see exactly what comes to pass during the next
\ president's term. I really hope something good

will result and maybe this country will be better
off and maybe our imageto the world will be
much more respectable. I will say ttrat it would
not surprise me a bit if the next president served
a single term for various reasons no matter what

party he's from.
The preceding was pretty damned gloomy,

wasn't it? I need something less serious to talk about.
In the meantime, lets get to the meat of this issue. lF

ltffifr
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historical fiction. So here are some
brief reviews of 5 of my favorite
historical mysteries by 3 different
authors.

Daughter of Time, by Josephine
Tey, is the story of a bedridden detective who sees a
portrait of the badly-matigned British monarch Richard
Itr and has trouble believing that a man who looks so deep
and thoughtfrrl could really have been the cold-hearted
murderer who killed his two young nephews imprisoned
inthe Towerof london.

Thus begins several hundred pages of historical
research combined with speculation on the part of the
deective and his researcher associate. What they leam is
fascinating indeed. Apparently Richard was the last
lancaster king who was killed in battled by Henry Vtr,
fte first Tudor king. The first history of Richard was
wriuen by Morton, a follower of Henry who was anxious
to ingrdiate himself to the king by rationalizing his
seizing of the throne.

The most influential history of Richard was written
by Thomas More shortly thereafter. More, chancellor
during the reign of Tudor king Henry MII, based his facts
primarily on Morton's history. As a result More's
description of the honific Richard became the standad
reference for centuries. It also influenced Shakespeare
who wrote his plays during the Tudor er4 and who too
realized the importance of satisfying his monarchs. His
villainous image of Richard, based on More's history, has
influenced generations even more so than More's history
did.

According to Tey, Richard was a well-loved, hir and
loving king who cared forthe frmily and supporters of his
brother Edward; Henry, however, was a tyrant who tried
to kill oreliminate all tre remaining Lancasters who were
a threat to his legitimacy. While her detective never
leams for sure, he considers it much more likely the
young princes wer€ killed during Henry's reign,
not Richard's.

The evidence in frvor of Tey's view of Richard is
quite convincing in the book. At the time of Richard's
supposed murders, there wers so many other
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heirs to the throne alive that it made no sense for Richard,
atruly rational man, to kill the princes. Plus, upon seizing
power, the Tudors issued many public statements
intended to discredit Richard, but none ofthem mentioned
anything about his supposed murder of the two young
princes. Surely, the detective surmis€s, if such a
horrendous deed did take place, that would have been one
oftheir primary arguments against him.

At the end of the book Tey claims tha after the
Stuarts came to power, vindications of Richard were
written, but Morton's, More's and Shakespeare's images
were so ingrained in the public mind the truth was never
able to change Richard's popular image. This was a
fascinating book which not only sparked lots of thought
on my parl but began some resfirch on my own about
Richard IlI, culminating in my writing a historical fantasy
about the maligned king.

Iain Pears is primarily known
as a writer of genre mysteries about
the art world, which are enjoyable
but routine. Howeveq several years
ago he wlote two historical
mysteries which were so good I
selected both of them as my Book-
of-the-Year in back-to-back years,
which put him in the company of
Roger Zelazrry, Robert Silverberg,
and Kim Stanley Robinson. Not bad.

An Instance of the Fingerpost has the basic
premise that during the late 1600s a young Italian scholar
named Marco da Cola tavels to England during its post-
Civil War Restoration to try to recover his frlher's
business interests which were stolen by an associate.
While there, da Cola resides in Oxford where he pursues
his medical research into blood circulation under the
sponsorship of chemist Robert Boyle, with associates
such as a fellow doctor named John Locke who would
become famous years later as a leading philosopher.

While at Oxford da Cola finds himself immersed in
the typical arguments of tl at era zuch as Protestantism vs.
Catholicism and ancient medical knowledge (based on
Aristotle and Hippocrates) vs. modem scientific methods
(as proposed by Ren6 Descartes and Francis Bacon). The
fust quarter of the book contains several philosophical

While I am not
particularly big fan
mysteries, I make
exceptions when the
actually a small part
frarnework. whether

normally a
of genre
occasional

mystery is
of a larger

sftral or
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discussions which were ftscinding reading and quite in
keeping with the tenor of those late Renaissance times.

Da C-ola also becomes involved in &e investig*ion
of amurder, the leading suspect being a young girl named
Sarah Blundy whose mother is dyrng and whom da Cola
is rying to save through the unproven and radical method
ofblood transfusions. As events unfold we are treated to
a believable look at l7m century Restoration Fngland,
including life in a college town, a murder frial and
subsequent hanging, and accepted medical practices as da
Cola and an associate undergo a brief tour of the
countryside where they treat patients as traveling
physicims.

And all of this occupies only the first quarter of the
book. Each subsequent section ofthe book is a 150-200
page narration by adifferentperson whowas asupporting
character in da Cola's narrdion. People who would
otherwise be mere spear-carriers become fully-rounded
people themselves telling their version ofthe sane events
as in da Cola's tale. This is an aspect which most novels
do not have: after we form impressions of those people
based on their minor participation in da Cola's narration,
we af,e then introduced to them in depth, as well as seeing
their own impressions of da Cola and the other narnafors.

An Instance of the Fingerpost was a wonderful
book, from its intricate plot which unwound slowly in an
absotbing and almost circularmanner, to its well-rounded
ud intriguing cast of characters, to Pears' writing itself.
While not beautiful writing p€r s, it was rich and deep,
with every sentence adding to the deptr of Restoration
Fqgland. Gradually I felt drawn into the world and its
inhabitants and truly undersbod their attitudes and
beliefs.

ti

After reading An
Instance of the Fingerpost, I
anxiously awaited the
pape$ack publication of his
new novel A Dream of
Scipio. The wait was well
worthwhile, because this novel
was everybitas fascinatrng and
thought-provoking as its
predecessor. The novel
examines the similarities
between three men living in
France during particularly-
trying times in that country's
historv:

Manlius is a rich agnostic during 1fue qraning years of
the Roman Empire when barbarian tribes are invading
France. The emperor has failed to halt the tibes' inroads,
and people are dismantling many of their wealthy homes
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to use the mderials to build protective walls against the
invading horde. Manlius decides the best way to protect
his people is by becoming the area's bishop, since the
Cattrolic Church is one ofthe few powerfrrl organizations
left. So he uses his influence to buy tht position and we
watch him try to defend France from the barbarians.

Olivier is a poet during the 146 cenurry when France
is experieircing the first signs of the Black Plague. He is
a protegee of Cardinal Ceccani during the Avignon
papacy and best friends with Pisano, an artist assigned to
work in area churches. We watch Olivier md Ceccani
shuggle to protect their people against the plague, while
Pisano strives to achieve renown as an artist.

Finally, Julien is a scholar during the 1930s when
Nazism is sweeping across Europe. His best friend-
although definitely not his lover-is a Jewish artist named
Julia who is struggling as an impressionist painter. One
of the highlights ofthe novel is a meeting between her and
a very self-absorbed Picasso when he is still an unknown
and she is a precocious ten-year old.

The connection between the three men, in addition to
how each strives to defend France, is ttrat Olivier is
studfng aphilosophical workwritten by Manlius entitled
A Dream of Scipio, while one of the historical figures
Julien is studying is Olivier who later in his life
apparenfly ran afoul of a rich merchant who ordered his
tongue and hands cut off to prevent him from possibly
writing or dictating poetry ever again.

Each segment of the novel has similarities to tre
other two: IVanlius is protecting Avignon against the
invasion of ba$arians in the 4e cenfury, Olivier against
the Black Plague in the 146 century, and Julien against the
Nazis in the 20t centrry. Both Manlius and Julien are
powerful Gaul / Frenchmm who use their connections to
cooperate with the Burgundians / Nazis, both putting the
greater good of all citizens above thc of a few. But the
connection between the three men is only a small part of
the novel's emphasis. Each parallel segment is a rich
character study intenroven with a complex plot which
rac€s to a thrilling conclusion even as the characters
themselves are deepening and becoming firlly-revealed to
the reader.

Besides being successful as both a character study
and awell-plottedpage-tumer, A Dream of Scipio is also
a strongly-philosophical book in which Pears has gone to
great lengths to investigate the nature of civilization and
whether the good of the many ovomrles dre rights of the
few. Pears' depiction of all three historical eras w:ts
wonderfirl, providing the type of sense of wonder that
great historical fiction strives to do, although succeeding
all too seldom. I was able to vizualize all three eras and
felt drawn into them easily, atribute to Pears' talents as a
writer.
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In a bookstue, I spotted a few
books I might like. I picked them up,
leafd througlr them, then put them

back down. I'm not going to wade
into these, I thougfrt. They'll waste my time.

Oh, the co\rcrs worked. Vriters whose work
I likd had written them. Th.y were within
today's ste€p but average costs. So what did those
books have that put me off them?

Too many words.
Admittedly, some readers want to lose

thernselves in dense prose. I don't. For me, page
density counts. I'm old enough to see the cliffs
edge coming. E rsl' book I read now m€ans
dozens I won't be able to. I don't have the time or
patience to drift through a delta of meandering
\idting. White wats rapids, not swarnln, draw
me.

Think twice, write once. If fiction is
information control, presenting that information
well improves fiction. Too many rarnble toward a
point. Others harrc none. Talk about filler, some
pile on details as if to smothq the dialogue.

"For the love of god, Montresor.'
'No. For the lorrc of reading, Fctunato,'

Ever heard a person butcher a joke? Almost
always it is because they poorly pesent the
information needd to get the punch line or load
it with digressions that weakened the impct.

Same with fiction.
So we're not just speaking of ramblingi

sentences, we are also addressing exffaneous
content. Movies are notorious for offering only a
part of the novel they are supposedly based on.
That's because they can usually drop various
subplots, or extract thern, in mds to present a
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sir€le story line. Reader's Digest
movies, in other words.

And yes, some typ€s of fiction
'sent 

kind of writing. One size does
not fit all.

Stqies set in imagind worlds demand more
description, for example. But how it is handled
determines wheths it is static and dull or active
and complling.

It boils down to how well a writer has
thought out phrasing and scene. Be concise is not
just Strunk & White's greatest hit. It's damned
good advice and harder to accomplish than short
declarative sentences and lots of dialogue mlght
make it seern.

First, don't bore. Kate Elliot said it well in her
Manifesto: Don't Bore Me.

Elmore Ieonard advises writers to leave out
the parts people skip over. Th.y like dialogue and
action and hate description and woolgathering.

Hemingway said, Write simply but don't
think that way. Present complex thrngs simply.
Be plain and direct.

No fancy stuff, as Mary, Queen of Scots,
should perhaps have said.

Heinlein applied mainstream methods to
presenting science fiction images. A famous
example is: The dmr hisd. Elegant image
demonstrated through action, without a lot of
explanation.

But it is not just lazy thinking and sloppy
writingwaving me off.

Publishss cnuse some over rnriting. Mss
must be 90,000 - 100,000 words. That's between
300 - 350 pp. Why? To fit the riglrt number of
books into standard shippingboxes. It's that crass
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and that Procrustean-
ln shorter forms, it has been observed that

the novella is the perfect length for science fiction.
It allows for a single subplot, for depth, yet limits
one to a single overarching concept. What better
model for presenting the literature of ideas? And
yet publishers have disdained them. Only a
handful can fit into an anthology or collection,
they complain. And magazine publishers often
dislike trusting so high a percentage of their pages
to a single writer or work each issue.

And so the bloat spreads.
Insecurity causes some, too. Writers often

hem and haw before beginning a story. They will
also use thre.e metaphors, or adjectives, or ways
of putting something rather than picking the best
ard lobbing off the rest.

Just like that, yes.
I'm not advocating outlines. For me, detailed

outlines kill the urge to write a story. It's better
to discover along the way how things work out.
Although it helps to know where you're heading.

Consider a ship's log. It records the main
events of a voyage briefly. It mentions the port
the ship starts at, the one it is aiming for, and then
captures what ever happens along the
unpredictable way clearly, simply, concisely. This
is even where we get the term plot.

I'm talking about presentation. Some writers
use as few words as possible to get their story
across. Others seem to use as many as possible.
Most fall in between according to skill.

Weeding out repetition, digression, md
unfocused passages can only help, though. You
needn't cut to the bone all the time; voice and tone
count, too. Some stories do better with a certain
amount of reader hand*holding. Others work as
stark prose poetry. It depends on each story.

At the store I asked myself, Do I want to read
this right now? If yes, that's a good sign. It
doesn't necessarily mean I will read it at once, but
I'd want to every time I pick up the book.
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Much better than those huge tomes we buy
from the bargain tables just so we have them-
Books like Gray's Anatomy, perhaps, or the
Malleus Maleficarum.

I've stopped buying such books. Now I buy
only those I want to read right now. Only those I
know will fascinate me. Only those I can't stop
reading as I leaf through.

The ones with just the right number and
amount of words. Yes, I\e been discussing both
quantity and quality of words.

So how many words are too many and how
rnany are just enough?

How long is a piece of rope?
s
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Sheryl Birkhead

installed to help relax mg back muscles and
reduce back pain. I guess I ought to amend that to
ng almost had a whirlpool bath installed. I have
had chronic back pain for about l5 gears-from
the moment I tried to keep frorn dropping a 96
pound dog when she wiggled (a collie named
Thomasin if angone wonders). I had picked her
up and was stepping onto a scale to get her
weighr Mg boss was too cheap to bug a walk on
scafe, but that is another storg. Thoinasin
wiggled and I nvisted to keep from dropping
herinstant back pain ttrat has not stopped since.
Essentiallg it is similar to have a lot of muscles in
spasm all the time.

Over the Uears I finallg managed to get a
diagnosis. It happens to be the same one I came
up with after some reading, but I had to locate a
doctor familiar enough wtth fibromgalgia and its
lesser cousin mgo-fasclal pain sgndrome to put it
in writing acceptable to the medical com- munitg.
It did not make ang difference to be able to label
the pain, but I  fel t  i t  was a small  tr iumph.
Mgofascial pain sgndromeit is. Back to the incident
at hand. I have found things feel better after
soaking in the sauna or a reallg hot shower, so I
figured a nice whirlpool bath. ..

Ang construction alwags takes longer to
complete and is more expensive than the original
plan. The nuo dag job tumed into five dags. The
existing tiles cracked and there was no wag to
match them. The existing showerhead broke off
and . . . You get fte picure. Finallg, on the ftidag
before Chrisbnas, the conEactor came bg
to make rhe linishing touches. He told me to wait24
hours before trging it out-so rhe materials could
drg. Enjog!

Ah ges- I planned it all our puning aside three
hours Saturdag afternoon to turn into a prune.
I got mg 4 months old CD plager (l use ir when
I mow the lawn) and figured I could just

I

After nuo Uears of saving,l finallg
went ahead and had a whirlpool bath

close mg eges listen to library
books on ntapen as I soaked up

the warmth. Just in case, I had a Net-flix DVD
and mg last gear's Chrisfnas gift to me of a
portable plager. I thought I was all set Got out
big flulfg towels; re-read the directions; filled the
tube as directed, got in-ahhhhhh. Waited until
fte water was above the jets. Readg, (close eges,
relax) set... go! Pushed fhe button-nofting

Sigh Pushed the button again, multiple times.
I just must not know how to push the button
correctlg. I kept button pushing until I had to
accept the fact that absolutelg nothing was going
to happen There went fte happu expectations. I
grabbed the towel and in getting outof the (deep)
tub managed to dump, fire cd plager in.

Agh!! I hauled the plager out and ftied to drain
it dru.... Of course now it wouldn't work eidrer.
The directions sau not to get it we[ I guess theg
meant it. I gave up and looked at the nice warm,
deep, unmovingrater and had a good crg.

Of course crging doesn't acnrallg solve
angrhing, but I was so blasted frustrated! I did the
onlg thing I knew to do and went down to the
basement to check the elecnic panel to see if it
was something simple. Nope. In vain hope I
nipped and re-set all tlre circuit breakers ... nada,
zero,dp.Well, itwas worth a trg.

So todag the contractor came back Sigh. The
elecrician had installed the electrical outlets (no
guide in the booklet as to where; iust within 24'
of the tub so it is not his faultl directlg againsr
the motor so it cannot be plugged in. Even if it
could be plugged in, the motor would not work
That was kinda the whole point to the safetg
circuits. The plumber, following the
instruction book, had merelg checked that the
water drained correctlg, so it was not his fault
either. tf gou are keeping counq I have now run
out of people to blame. Because this all happened
on a Saturdag, I had to wait until Mondag to make
some phone calls.
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Now I wait to see
wtrat happen$ nexr Of
course the original prolect
used up more than fte
original budger The
conftactor also found a
leak in one of the jets which had not been caught
before *ris wtrole frring was considered finished. It
appears ftat fte installafion book did not direct
anuone to acnrallg check

Right now it looks as if the elecftician, fhe
manufacnrrer, perhaps fte plumber, of course the
contractor ,  and tnagbe a rnanufacturer 's
representadve will have to get involved. Another
$gh I just hope it can actuallg be made to work

Theg had to chop out the original tub and
actuallu set ftls new one in concrete- f it has to

come out, I have absolutelg
no idea how much damage it
will cause and how much it will
cost!! I will be replacing that cd
plager toc-collateral damage
(sic).

(Update. Contactor just called Ihe
manufacturer will be contacting me in the next
few dags to set up a time to haue a representatiue
come out and take a look Ah goodie- so this is
now going to drag on and on and I have to
re-schedule stuffto be here and. . , Would ilgone
care to place bets about the date or even lf the
tub works?)

Okag-gou can pinch me now and lll wake up.
I must reallg be floating and sleeping in this nice
warm whirlpool bath. Stag tuned to gour local
channel for the next episode. .. $
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Some years ago the professor for whom I work
at the University of Kentucky decided to start a
service center-a laboratory that runs procedures for
other researchers for pay. The service that he decided
to provide was DNA sequencing. Thus he founded
the Advanced Genetics Technology Center. The
manager that he hired chose this name cleverly to use
the abbreviations of the four bases that form DNA -

4 G, T, and C. Transferred to AGTC, I spent my
days for several years on servicing and running
different makes and models of DNA analvzers.

DNA sequencing has been an adventure in itself,
but today's story is on facilities, not procedures. The
laboratory where AGTC set up shop was in an
agricultural-research building (Ag North) that had
been state of the art in the Sixties, but had not aged
well by the new millennium. The lab would have
made a respectable-sized living room for a lower
middle-class family of four, but was minuscule for
four full-sized DNA analyzers, three PCR machines,
a desk for the manager, an extra computer bench, a
freezer, a refrigerator, shelving for dry chemicals and
kits, and wet benches for me and for sometimes four
or five clients setting up reactions. Elbows met other
elbows; tempers frayed. It astounds me that no one
ever threw DNA into someone else's face.
10

Worse than space, however, was fly ash. Ag
North lay downwind of a coal-burning power plant
for the university's medical center. The air intakes
atop Ag North took in particulates from the power
plant and redistibuted them throughofi Ag North's
labs. For many years those of us who worked in them
had not noticed the particulates, though who knows
what they did to research, not to mention
researchers? When the new DNA analyzers came on
line, however, fly ash, penetrating their every
crevice, insulated what should not have been
insulated, sothat what should have conducted did not
conduct. Analyzers went down, service engineers
were called in, results were not reported, and tempers
frayed further.

AGTC's manager waged heroic war on fly ash.
He at first covered all of the lab's ventilation ducts
with multiple layers of cheesecloth, which darkened
alarmingly quickly, then with [{EPA filters cut to fit.
He also put gaskets around the lab door and arranged
with Physical Plant to over-pressurize the room to
keep good air in, bad air out. It became a sffuggle to
get into or out of the room. Sealed door, covered
ducts, and over-pressurizationjust increased the lab
workers' clausfrophobia. Tempers . . .

Thus, AGTC rejoiced Lt news that the
University planned to build a new Plant Sciences
building where AGTC could move into enlarged
facilities that it could design itself. The professor's
main research group would move to the new
building too. I got drafted into measuring
equipment making scale-model cutouts of it and
moving the cutouts around on grids of hypothetical
rooms, one setof them for AGTC and another forthe
research group. Hope grew as it looked as if the new
building would have plenty of room for both
equipment and personnel. Architects in meetings
with researchers made glowing promises to meet
researchers' needs. Both AGTC and the research
goup would enter, as the Captain proclaimed in the
immortal episode of Dr. Who, "Ihe Pirate Planet,"
"a new golden age of prosperity!"
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As construction of Plant Sciences began,
researchers learned how much attention architects
pay to them. The first sign that the golden age might
consist of iron pyrite camewhen new sidewalkswere
poured. At the old building researchers had
sometimes had to take reagents, glassware, or
equipment by cart to other research buildings or
greenhouses. Sadly for fragile items, the old
building's builders had built its sidewalks of brick.
Rattling of items atop carts, and crashes as items fell
off of carts, drew ears far around. Those of us
helping design the new building begged its
architec8, "Don't make sidewalks ofbrick! We need
a smooth surface for carts." In fairness to the
architects, they heeded our plea not to build
sidewalks of brick. Instead, they built sidewalks of
aggregate.

(A building contractor to whom I told this story
laughed his head offat the word "aggregate." To the
conshuctionally challenged, let me explain that
aggregate is coarsely ground stone in a matrix that
gives it a raised, durablg stucco-like texture. In
terrns of our need of sidewalks, we had gone out of
the frying pan into the fire.)

Next we learned of the incredible shrinking
freight elevator. We had asked foq and the new
building's initial blueprints held, an elevator large
enough for the largest piece of lab equipment that we
foresaw would be installed on the new building's
upper floors. Soon came word that as a cost-cutting
measure the builders had replaced the requested
freight elevator with one barely larger than the
passenger elevator and certainly too small to hold
Late Spring 2008

large equipment. Rumors of how we would get the
major equipment into place on the upper floors flew.
Favorite theories were lifting equipment into the
building by crane and sliding equipment up inclined
planes made by covering with plywood the large
staircase at one end of the building.

(All tight, the favorite theory was that
graduate students would carry equipment upstairs on
their shoulders. OSHA, however, would have had its
say on that activity.)

We would wait long to learn the results ofthe
shrinking freight elevator. The move to Plant
Sciences, at first planned for September, slipped to
February. We had visions of moving in snow or in
one of central Kentucky's deadly ice storms. In the
end February became May. This has its own set of
problems (torrential thunderstorms and a pollen
count that makes the Bluegrass the earth's Allergy
Central), but at least no snow or ice. It has been said
of Kentucky's weather, "If you don't like it, wait five
minutes. You won't like it then, either, but at least
it'll be different!"

Came May we learned how major equipment
would reach upper floors. The builders left open the
large staircase and lifted each piece of major
equipment on a scissors jack to an appropriate
landing. From this, hydraulically powered dollies
wheeled the equipment to its destination. It became
a treat to watch one's cryogenic freezer or ultraspeed
cennifuge ride the scissors jack. Pessimists that we
were, however, we wondered how we would get new
pieces of major equipment into, or antiquated pieces
of major equipment out of, the building, once the
staircase's wall was finished. To this day we await an
answer to this question.

(Again, OSHA could rain on the parade of the
popular solution of cutting outdated equipment into
freight-elevator-sized chunks with chainsaws.)

Moving minor equipment and supplies became
more of an adventure than moving major equipment
had been. To ensure that the move of small items
would go smoothly, the professor had his other
technician and me go to the new building, measure
every inch of cabine! drawer, and bench space, and
allocate every inch to an appropriate person or thing
so that everyone would know beforehand where
every item went. Having made a plan that could
have landed a crew on Mars, the other technician and
I presented the plan to the research Foup. In the lab
meeting the postdoctoral and graduate students
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changed almost every detail of the plan. "No plan
zurvives contact with the enemy" has nothing on "no
plan survives contact with postdocs and grad
students." Maybe the saying should go, "No plan
survives."

The move let us dispose of the clutter of
decades. Theothertechnician and I filled outmounds
of paperwork to get rid of antiquated items tagged
vrith University identification numbers, or of
chemicals that had I health, flammability, or
reactivity warning in their fire diamonds. Untagged
items, however, we could just put onto a bench
outside the lab's door for other research groups to
pick over. We took some items from other research
groups' discard benches, but as things would turn
out, it tnrly was more blessed to give than to receive.
I also got to pour or wash down the sink liquids or
powders that bore no warnings. Getting too caught
up in the joy of discarding, I unwittingly poured
down the drain two kilograms of powdered gelatin.
It took me most of an afternoon to unclog drains.

Passing over the Mystery of the Unknown
Inspector and the Mystery of the Missing Chemicals,
tales with no endings, I pass on to moving in.
Reaching the new building, we learned that the
freight elevator was not the sole item that had
changed in size. Somehow, every item measured in
the old building had enlarged, every space measured
in the new building, shrunk. We had to re-revise on
the spot the revised space-allocation plan.

Tempers. . .
At last the move ended. We began to adapt to the

newbuilding. Adaptation was not without adventure
in itself. Passing over the Case of the Alternately
Failing Elevators, the Case of the Weekly Fire Drills,
and the Case of the Office That Is Really a
Laboratory, I pass on to the Case of the Big-Bang
Theory. Every once in a while we heard a big bang
towards the building's roof. Whenever we heard the
b*9, it became a Herculean task to open doors to the
outside, as a mighty wind rushing into the building
held them shut. Small women had to wait for large
persons to come open the doors for them. I myself
marveled at my not being crushed in doors after big
bangs. These were due to the building's ventilation's
reversing, creating an under-pressure indoors that, to
iudge by its effects on my sinuses, was like taking an
express elevator from Lexington to Denver.

In time all of the new building's problems were
solved, or at least grew tolerable. The new building
became home to me and my colleagues. Thus, I
trembled when, not long ago, my professor and
AGTC's latest manager told me that the University
plans to build a new, state-of-the-art research facility
whither AGTC and the research goup can move.
The professor and the manager are taking
measurements and meeting with architects . . .

If only luck delays the move until I can take
eadv retirement. {F

|bw d r gat e$Srcril hto thc
ner hde4 $y qtcstlonl Thc oanrc ray re

do cvcrySir,rg -gradctc chdantd
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Everything you wanted to know abotrt pirates-
and then sorne. No, seriously, the novel does include
some interesting information on real pirates, not the
movie kind. An aside before I continue: I must
apologize to Gene Wolfe for taking so long to
publish a review of this novel. I could plead all sorts
of things, none of which would stand up in court or
under close scrutiny. But I am sorry about not being
timely. Now, on to my impressions of the book.

Father Christopher is a parish priest sfriving to
be good at his vocation and true to his taining and
faith but he has an unusual past life, one that goes
back some three hundred years or so. I imagine some
of you who receive this fanzine have already read the
book and know what that past is. Father Chris, as he
is called , was a pirate centuries before he was born,
and a bold, bloodthir$ty (Is there any other kind?)
one. That Chris is a marked contrast to the pious and
humble (or as pious and humble as he can manage,
and he tries hard to be) man of God.

The book starts out in the present with Father
Chris telling of a conversation he had with a man
whose confession he received and to whom he in turn
made a confession. Father Chris provides more detail
to the man. The confessor desires more details about
the events surrounding Father Chris' confession but
the priest puts him offwith a promise to write it all
down and mail it to the man at some time "when it
could do no more harm".

After the visitor leaves, Father Chris spends
some time thinking about what he told the man. He
resolves afterwards to write it all down. And so
unfolds the story of Father Chris' other life. His tale
begins when he was l0 years old and moved with his
father to Havana" Cuba (Neither Chris's last name
nor his nationality are mentioned but aren't all that
important.) where Chris' father plans to open a
casino. Around the same time some monks opened a
monastery in which they hoped to operate a boarding
school. After a few years, Chris' father sends him
there. A few years later the monks gave up the idea
and released their charges to the pupils' parents. All,
that ig except for Chris, whose father never came to
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take him back. And so Chris
became a novice. He studied
hard and learned all the that
the monks had to teach: such
as Astonomy, mathematics,
and languages, among them
SpanistA Latin, French, and
Italian. Evenfirally his novit-
iate came to and end and he
needed to choose whether or
not to continue and take his
vows.

the monastery for a while,
visit his father and talk things over. Almost
immediately, after informing the Novice Master he
leaves the monastery. But afrer passing through the
gate and having gone only a short distance Chris
discovers something's not quite right. And this is a
part that is vague and never really explained. By the
time he reaches Havana he discovers he's no longer
in the wodd and time with which he was familiar.
Somehow he has been transported back to the 1600s.
This abrupt transition bothered me somewhat. Then
I remembered reading allegedly tnre stories of
people mysteriously disappearing in plain sight of
others. As, for example, the farmer who purportedly
started across his field while his wife and son and a
couple of neighbors were watching-and vanished,
never to be found. There wos never any explanation
given as to how it had happened. Remembering those
tales I accepted the unexplained crossing into the
past, if somewhat reluctantly.

Chris goes in search of his father's house but
finds nothing there and comes away gtzzled by what
has happened. Faced with the unexpected he must
cope as best as he can. His most immediate need is is
to find something to eat and so he steals some bread
and later finds a safe hiding place and settles down
for the night. The next day he steals a roast chicken.
Afterward, he ponders on what to do and where to
go. He decides that though the monastery would be
a safe and secure place he really had no freedom
there compared to the world outside the monastery
walls and chooses not to go back.

He spends several days trying to learn about the
Havana he once knew and about his father and the
casino but with no success. Accepting the fact that
what he seeks is not there and knowing he can't
continue stealing even to feed himsel{ he sets about
to find work. Ffis search for work goss no betterthan
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the other for his father. Until he meets a man he
refers to only as Seflor and who convinces Chris to
sign aboard a ship. And ttrat begins his career as a
pirate and a privateer despite early on having been
sodomized by some of the Spanish sailors aboard the
strip on which he first signs.

Chris is a fast learner and, as is the case with
most if not all of Gene Wolfe's protagonists, is
pragmatic about the conditions in which he finds
himself and adapts to the circumstances as best he
can. He makes friends easily-as well as enemies.
Because of his adaptability and his education in he
monastery he quickly rises in the pirate world.

Through the adventures of Father Chris, Gene
Wolfe shows us the world of "real" pirates, not the
movie and TV kind and the reader learns about the
various kinds of sailing ships and riggng, weaponry
and battles at sea. We also learn about the way
pirates deal wittr the treasure and loot they acquire.
As an aside, by coincidence I had recently read the
biography John Paul Jones, subtitled A Sailor's
Biogrqlry by Samuel Eliot Morison (originally
published in 1959). It's an interesting book about the
life of one of the American Revolution's naval
heroes. I learned some of what Gene Wolfe passed
along in Pirate Freedom about ships and naval
warfare and about the way privateers deal with the
prizes they acquired along the way. It's a somewhat
complicated process of apportionment of the
proceeds among the victorious oflicers and crew and
I imagine some of the sailors ended up feeling as if
they had been cheated somehow.

But back to Pirate Freedom. Chris moves from
ship to ship, increasing his reputation and standing
along the way. Again, as with so many of Gene
Wolfe's protagonists, Chris easily manages to
impress and make friends with one particularly
important pirate who takes such a liking to Chris that
he gives him a ship of his own and makes him a
parfrrer of sorts. Which brings up one of the
"problems" I have with Gene Wolfe's major
characters: the ease with which they impress people,
make friends and allies and so on. That and Chris's
finding falling in love with, and marrying a woman
who is scary in a way with her extreme
possessiveness toward Chris and her willingness to
kill anyone who gets between her and him and/or die
in the pr@ess. There is also the way, after their first
sexual encounter and especially after their maniagg
they spend as much time as they can making love
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anywhere they can. I'm no prude by any means, and
love-making is a part of life but I found myself
wondering that all their dalliances didn't get in the
way of Chris's duties and responsibilities as a pirate.

Then I remind myself that this is fiction, after
all-and fantasy at that. To me, fiction (even so-
called mainstream) is, by its very nature, about
something that isn't real, has never happened before,
and may never happen. So, with certain consfraints,
fiction doesn't have to accurately and faithfully
mirror *real life". Also, fiction-and not just Fantasy
or science fiction-requires the reader's "suspension
of disbelief' and acceptance of what she or he reads.
So I shoved my personal disbelief out of theway and
simply enjoyed the tale being told.

Chris's story alternates between his "current"
life as a priest and his long ago life as a pirate, which
profession he willingly embraced and at which he
became successful. Those trwo lives are compared
and contrasted and it becomes obvious which
*Fathet'' Chris prefers more. The pirate's life, though
perhaps undesirable to most people, has its ups and
downs, its successes and failures and, to Chris, more
atfactions than his life as a priest. Most important of
all to Chds is the freedom he enjoyed. Though, of
course, even a pirate isn't totally free: he is bound by
whatever rules and regulations govern pirates in
general, their codes of honor and conduct, by his
allegiance and obligations to his crew and to his wife,
and to whatever personal restrictions he places on
himself. But he freely chose to continue on the
course of being a pirate and finding love (and sex in,
apparently, more than satisfactory quantities) and in
spite of the unpleasant aspects to which he desires to
return.

My liule indiosyncratic quibbles aside, Pirate
Freedom is a good book and worth reading. It may
even be a good intoduction to Gene Wolfe's fiction
for those unfamiliar with his writing. It has all the
usual Wolfe touches but in a smaller package than
many of his complicated novels. Some readers may
think 320 pages are a lot but for someone like me
who enjoys diving into a big, fat novel the "ride" was
over before I was ready for it to end. In spite of
alternating bemreenthe two "worlds" of Father Chris
the book is pretty straighforward and moves along
easily. I doubt that a comp€tent reader would feel
overwhelmed and out of his or her depth. It's a nice
addition to my Gene Wolfe collection, anyway, and
all in all I'm not disappointed in it. lF
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There are not, unfortunately, many letters of
comment this time around. My fault entirely for
having failed to do a better job with the past few
issues. I have, over the past several years been sadly
lax and neglectfrrl of TRF, and with no good reasons.
I feel guilty about that and so, with this issue,
Number 65, have tried improve the fanzine and
maybe make it at least a little like it was before. With
your understanding and help, good readers, maybe I
can reach the goal of a Reluctant Famulus like the
ones of the past-though perhaps not on quite a
grand scale as some issues had become. I'm going to
work hard at it anyway because those faithful readers
who have stuck with me through it all deserve better.
And maybe some of the others will feel compelled to
respond in some small ways at least.

Im as happy as a clam
to be writing to you!

From:

Sheryl Birkhead
25509 Jonnie Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20882

March 22,2008
DeartRFers,

Nothing like pushing the envelope for tardiness,
but this is the proverbial better late than never. I am
guessing that the Hugo nominations will out and
about fairly soon, So, in anticipation of that-my
heartiest congratulations to all who made the short
list!

I am not a critical writer so whenever I have
been pushed to actually write something about a
book I have read, the compromise has been to call
my bit an appreciation. That way readers are
forewarned and I feel a bit befier about my lack of
dissection skills with abook I've read. That's justthe
way I have handled my personal assessment of a
book and readers can take it for what it is worth with
the label.

My brother lives in Bardstown, KY, which is
"relatively" close toyour area. So... did you have any
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(even peripheral?) experience with the tornado of a
few months ago? Ah, Mother Nature can be awesome.

I find Netflix really fits my movie going needs. I
don't mind it if I do not see a movie just as it is
released; or if I do, then I go see that one rare movie
and pay full price. With the mail order movies I also
have access to quite a few television series-and not
just those of the US-so I can see the cable stufF-
just a few years late.

Wow-where does Bob Sabella find time to
write anything for anyone, other than in his own
zines?!! He has a busy life and then there is his
pubbing schedule and . . . Sigh, makes the rest of us
mere mortals a bit envious!

I believe Brmtson is hoping to have orbital
flights for the public (well, the wealthy publio) in a
few years. They also are tying to get (west coast I
believe, but am not sure) few hour flights directly to
Australia; go smight up in a hurry, scoot oveE and
then straight down. Sounds do-able. Mght not be the
sf world we all envisioned, but . . . Not that the actual
technology is totally similar but take a look at Snr
Trek communicators and then at the tiny flip open
cell phones (granted, you still have to talk into them
and not at them, but . . .). Yeah, sf is in our daily lives
in ways that anived so stealthily that a lot of us never
noticed it. Of course there are other far more obvious
(but not as much affecting each of us) things such as
genetic engineering, cloning, organ transplants . . .
But, having said all that, I totally agree with you.
What happened to the science fiction world I was
promised for the year 2000? Um- depending on
which world you envision I hope/fear we'll get
there-eventually. Unforhrnately, most of what I see
shows the negative impact of humanity on our world,
solely for our own comfort (so what else is new?) and
Mother Naurre doesn't always take kindly to our
travesties.

I always enjoyed the Retief stories, just as I have
enjoyed the Miles Z stories. Humor is under-rated,
especially when well done!

Interesting to note that I actually have aCourier
typewriter font on my computer. The next time I
actually "write" a letter (as opposed to a loc), I think
I will try that font and see if it really does look like
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the ole typer is back. Progress?
Ah, while I am working on this I am also

watching Michael Moore 3 Sicko-not that what it
has to show will be that much of a surprise. I used to
have my health insurance through my professional
association. When the premiums-just for me--
reached $11,000 three years ago,I went in search of
other insurance. The insurance I have now has uh-
er-daily (whaaa?) maximums, quarterly
maximums, etc but with the premium being almost
1/3 ofthe previous coverage, I have to rack up a a lot
of bills to come out on the short end. I wish I had
prescription and dental coverage, but . . . I mention
this as I read Joseph Major's comments about
working as long as there are health problems . , .

Oh, about the surnams-yes, my father's family
is from Kentucky and there is a Larry-but as a
cousi n-last nafne not B ir khe ad. Since my last n ame
is not a common one, I would have to speculate we
are related, but not in any way I actually know. I
tried, several times, to see if I could locate the Larry
Birkhead and see if there was any way to back track
and locate his family tree. It was far too much like
work and I quickly gave up. So, for the time being:
probably related, but not so you would notice itl

Ah your moving saga! When I moved from the
farm I only moved about 5 miles (solely as the crow
flies!). I rented a POD or whatever they call them.
This was delivered to the farm and then, at my
"leisure" I proceeded to fill it from top to bottom.
Once filled, I called the rental company and they
came and took it back to wherever good little PODS
go. Then, I called a local moving company and paid
them to move the small amount of large items I had
(and they still managed to bash in a part of the front
door of the new house with one of the two chairs I
had them move. When I asked about the "dent'' in the
wood the owner said, "no problem, just steam it out".
I have never yet figured out how one steams out a
dent from a heavy, wooden, painted door. Then,
again, at my leisure, I called the POD company after
a few months rental-and they delivered the full
POD to the driveway of the new address and I
unpacked it. All in all, about the cheapest way I could
figure out to move and (for most items) I had no one
else to blame if something had been damaged (see
previous note aboutthe chair/door incident). I did not
have the money (and still don't) to get a riding
mower--as some of my writing in lRFhave shown. I
don't, usually, begrudge the 2 l/2 hours it takes to
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mowthe lawn.
Qongrats on tfre new digs--rrcy fret fu eryiryea

fot'a tong {ong tine!

I (as I probably said before) had looked into a
modular home, visited two of the construction plants
to look at the homes assembled, then found no one
with land to sell would allow modular homes! I think
I may have mentioned this but anyone in four
counties, over the three years I looked, wittr land to
sell refused to sell to me because they refused to
allow modular homes and/or they required the plans
to be reviewed and that they be for a minimum of
3500 square feet. For quite a few years my brother
has told me I need to get out of here and move down
there @ardstown, KY), but he also thinks public
school teachers are overpaid and has no use for pets
(to be charitable, there are allergy issues, but . . .). So
I am not sure we see eye to eye on some things. I look
f,orward to hearing how you like the home. When I
was looking, the biggest alteratiorr/criticism I heard
was the heating system-many owners actually had
additions (modular also), but changed the heating
system--curious to see what you have to say.

Yeah, yeah- late-- but I will get this at least into
an envelope (if not the mailbox!) today*belated
start of springtime greetings in your new home*get
those plants in the ground!

'bye,

Sheryl
[[Maybe I worry too mueh about offending awriter
I lorow when I write a review that has even mildly
negative comments about his or lrer's work.
Professionalwriterswho've been around a long time
undoubtedly expect such thingsfrom time to time. As
Iong as the review wasn't written with a malicious
intent there shouldn't be any injury to the writer's
ego./,Me've been to Bardstowtx-once*-tnqrry years
ago when our children were very young. We went to
tour "My Old Kentuclcy Home". An interesting
place./,Alaybe I should try NetJIix sometime. Itwould
be easier and more convenient; no crowds and a
more comfortable location.//I'll agree, grudgingly,
that we're in a somewhat science fictional world but
it's still not the spectacular one of science fiction
novels.//A while back I bought through the Science
Fiction Book CIub a collection of Keith Loumer's
stories about the that "diplamat" you mentioned and
titles, not REUEF! Yes, the stories da
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stretch tln bounds of credibility considerably but as
lwmorous entertainment and not to be taken
seriously, theyworkfor me. Theywere anice escary
from reality. Besifus which, when it comes to worln
with mueh humor in them, I ollow the stories
somewlwt more leeway.//Those PODS yoa
mentioned-Portable On Demand Snrage-from
the W ads I've seen to appear very cotwenient. But
what's the cost factor to them? Is it financially
wortlruhile to use one when moving? When we
moved to our Maple Street adfuess back in 1979, we
moved only afew blocks and of course di&t't hove to
contend with all the logistics which the move to
Kentucfty irwolved Thot earlier movewas much less
stressful.//Oh-regarding steaming a dent out of a
wooden door . . . It seems to me I read or heard
somewhere thot the process irwolves, believe it or
not, the use of one of those steam irons used for
pressing clothing. One daesn't exactly run the iron
over the door ( think.)but rather directs steam onto
the dent and in some "magical" way the dent
gra&nlly disqpems. I've never tried it, so I cst't
guarantee the resulx.J J

1779 Ciprian Avenue
Camarillo, California 93 0 I 0-245 I

(80s) e87-2r64
robertk@cipcug.org

April 12,2008

Dear Tom,

My thanks for #63

It would be really nice if you could find your
rray to attend Dewention 3 in August (August 6 -
August l0).

In view of your comments concerning the movie
The Inst Mimzy I rented the DVD to see for myself.
I don't remember reading the book to which you
refer. The movie has its moments; bu! overall not
too good.

Starship Troopers-l rate movies on a scale of
1-5. I gave Snrship Troopers a Q. Several yeers ago
someone said that it was Ken & Barbie Go to War.
When I mentioned that to Joe Major he said that it
was an insult to Ken & Barbie.

In Bob Sabella's commentary he makes
mentioo of The Daughter of Time by Josephine Tey
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as good historical fiction. The book was loaned to
me years ago by my friend Margaret O'Grady. It is
a spellbinder. I'm not sure that I would classify it
as historical fiction being that what it's really doing
is to solve a real mystery. Thomas B. Costain came
to the same conclusion. Buf, Tey beat him to it and
he gave her full credit.

Your commentary on your big move to
Kentucky was most interesting. Also, I agree with
you that we do not live in a Science fiction World.

By the way, nothing happened to my previous
loc. What you printed was the complete short loc
that I sent.
[[I really reallywould like to attend Denvention and
have considered it serious$t, especially since, as I
xtspect, you'll be attending. Meeting yott wrd some
others in personfor the first time woald be great. But
then I began estimating the cost to attendfor mywife
and me. Including 2 memberships, at least a mid-
price hotel room, meals at afastfoodphce or some
other inexpensive restauront, and transportation
(whether taking longer md going by car or flying)
the cost was pushing close to 52,000.00. $2,00A.00!
(And ifwe had decided to visit the huclcster room . .
.) Maybe I'm looking at it the wrong wry but to me
that's/flat out ridiculous. There are other things that
much money is better spent on. (I'd be morewilling
to qply that money toward a decent trip to
England-well, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales also, a
fueam I've hsd for a long, Iong time.) Whether
someone is still w orking fu ll-time w orking or retired
So I guess I'll have to comfort myselfwithwhotever
reports I read or hear. And I'm sure there will be
nanyfans there I'd love to meet andvisitwith. Does
it begin to seem to arryone that maybe, just maybe,
the cost of attending a Worldcon has gotten a bit out
of hand?//The origirnl story, Mi^"y Wte rhe
hmgoves, by Henry Kuttner, was a short story that
dealtwith transportation back through time of some
educatiornl toys that were found by a brother and
sister in the "present" doy and the effect they had on
the chilfuen. The movie, it seems to me, had only the
uwal superficial resemblance to the story. As for
Snrships Trooprs-yeqh, it difur\ deserve more
tlnn a 0. I won't comment on the Ken & Bmbie
comparisan.//Guess I'll hove to read the Tey novel.
I'lI see ifthe OwenCountyPublic Libraryhas acopy.
//Regarding your last paragraph. You'll hove to
ryrdon my confusion (and I do get confused from
time to time). It seemed to me as if there should hove
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been more because the comment about finding a
copy of the Declmation of Irdepenfunce seemed
incomplete. I was frustrated because I wanted to
know more. I lenow better now- W thanks and
respects toyoufor hoving taken the time to Loc. I do
appreciate heming from you and hope you'll
contimte loccing. I've made it a top priority never to
Iose any of your locs again.//

4817 Dean Lane,
Lilburn G430047-4720
April28" 2008

Dear Tom,

Thanks for the Reluctant Famulus 64. Odd
paper-more like newsprint than copier-but it
seems to work well.

I had never heard of Lorenzo Dow either. Or the
"Primitive Methodists". I suppose I am nominally a
Methodist, that was the church my parents took me
to, and I had an uncle who after a career in the navy
and with one of the big Virginia tobacco companies
became a Methodist minister. He was not quite as
crazy as Lorenzolb

I am surprised that Dow found it effective to
announce that he would preach somewhere "exactly
one year later"; there must have been more calendars
and more attention paid to them than I would have
imagined for the era. And how did he preach to
10,000 at once without eleotronic amplification? If
this was done in the open air and the listeners
surrounded him, the edge of the crowd would be 50
feet away if they were standing packed like sardines,
and 2-3 times that if they were seated in any sort of
comfort.

You and Sabella were always linked in my
mind, as you started publishing about the same time.
And here Sabena turns up with a column in your
zinc. He's right about the three ansible novels that
Umula LeGuin wrote. I remember likening them a lot
at the time, but the "space opera" that I remember
best are the fourNeverness books by David Zindell :
Neverness, The Broken God, The Wild, and War
in Heaven. The characters and plots are almost
Wagnerian; fortunately they do not sing.

Sheryl's Tale of the Tub Quest seems to lack a
happy ending . . . I hope it all worked out, and the
thing really is good for a had back. They say we all
have a bad back eventually; mine is not that bad yet
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(at 70) and I haven't been in a tub in years-I use a
shower.

The only fan that I knowis youngerthan 45 does
not publish a fanzine. And if he felt the urgg he
would probably do a blog. Odd, when it's so much
easier with current cyber-voodoo than when I was
doing one bi-monthly with an electric typewriter and
a mimeo machine. On the other hand, Im not sure
why I did atl that work. I enjoyed doing it, but there
are lots of things I might enjoy that I wouldn't spend
that much money on. Fannish glory? Zines sent in
tade? There are seldom unmixed motives!

I never did any genealogy myself, but I did put
my mother's research into the "Family Ties"
software given away by the LDS. This was back in
the'90s and it only runs in DOS. It still runs-but if
I try to print from it I just get an error message. I'm
not sure why. I have two other DoS-based programs
of the same vintage (this typesetter and the BASIC
math program) and they both print to the LaserJet. I
have Googled around to see if there is any current
substitute that could import the old data" but have
found nothing.

Interesting about "Gustave Anjou" and his
forgeries. But he must not have been the only one,
and without DNA there is generally no certainty in
paternity data. The furtherback you go, the more like
fantasy it is! My mother only got as far back as a
"William Brooks" who apparently came to Georgia
from Virgini4 back before there was much in the
way of public records, and the name is too common
to make a search easy.

I was just reading the new expanded edition of
Arthur Machen's Dreads and Drolls, a collection of
newspaper columns he did in the 1920s, and he
mentions Sadler's Wells, in a column about how
much more restrictive the laws about entertainment
and festivities were in what he referred to as the
*Georgian" period ttrathewas stuckin (King George
VI) as compared to the Victorian era of the 1800s.
And yet, he says, the Georgians looked on the
Victorians as timid fuddy-duddies.

I suppose the surname Sadler may be based in
the profession of making horse-gear and so must go
back over 1,000 years just in England-or have you
found something else, zuch as a spelling change from
French? I seern to recall seeing "Sadlier" and
"Saddlier" somewhere.

Ned
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nedbrooks@sprynet.com - 7 7 0-982-5062 - htp J I
home.sprynet.com/ * nedbrooks/home.htn

[[I can't remember jast naw exactly wlnt kind oJ
Wper I used. It might have been a cheaper brand I
hope the WWr on which this issue is printed looks
better.//Both the Primitive Methdists and Lorenzo
Dow were unfamiliar to me, too, aswere "Primitive
Bqtists" and *Campbellites". We lectrn something
new all the tima/Me probably should take some oJ
those stories abaut Lorenzo Dow with a large grain
of salt, especially the claims of such lruge crowds. IJ
he really didpreach to that marry people at one time
le must have had one hell of a set of hmgs and a
powerful laryra!//Actually, I believe Bob started
publishing a few years before I did-at least that's
wlnt my a&nittedly cryricious memory tells me.//As
you w i ll hove seen in the se cond installment, Sheryl's
travails continue but she's not done yet. Asfar as bad
baclrs go, that's one of thefew "health" problems I
have and it goes back a long time to when I was
working for the City of Afuian in wlat was then
called the Pmks and Trees Department sometimes
hsnd shoveling snary, other times operating
chainsaws, some heauy lifitrg, etc. All that berding
over and then straightening uIHr trying to
saaighten up-I'd get a sharp pain all dcross my
lov'er baek. As long as I dan't do much bending over
for long periods of time I'm all right. Tlrmkfuily
what little serwe I luve serves to make me more
csreful of that.//The genealogt software of the LDS
tlat I've heard of was called PAF-Personal
Aneestry File. Iwonder if thot's the same thing as the
"Family Ties" software you mention. I'm not sure
but I think there qre other genealogt programs that
allow the user to import PAF, cmnong otherformats.
But then you'd hsve to be involved enough in

towant to buy one of them; although there
trq I think, a couple of free genealogt plograms
Andyou're commen\ "Ihefurther backyou go, the
more like fantasy it is! " is on the mark. How anybody
canaccarately andreliably trace their ancestry back
to, say, some one born in S00-something (or earlier)
is beyond me.//The surrrcrme Sadler/Saddler daes
refer to the occupation of a crafisman in leather atd
prticalarly that if harness-making. Some people try
to claim tlwt the surrnnne is German in origin,
pointing to tlrc word Sattler, apparently forgetting
tlut other countries with different languages just
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might have people of the sane profession b"rng
named after that profession. But then English
became a conglomeration of lcmguages resulting
from the presence of various raiders'/conquerors'
influence and certainly German ond Freneh were
among those since some of the English Hngs and
qaeens were tied in with those rntionalities through
marriage and so on. Then too, ds mentioned, baek
from sometime in the ISth century on back speiling
wasn't standcrdized which led to variations
according to how people heard the words and/or
thought they soanded. Remember: Sir Walter Seon
claimed to have found at least 13 variations on the
spelling of Sadler; other nameg I'm sure, shared the
samefate.//

Benjamin P. Indick
428 Sagamore Avenue
Teanech N. J 07666-2626
4-30-08

Dear Tom:

Thank you for TRF 64, a nice issue which is like
being across a table having coffee and some san or
other. Just friendly, and isn't that enough? I enjoyed
the history of Lorenzo Dow, who really cared for his
subject. You have ably encapsulated his long and
variedcolored life, and doggone if you did not make
him come alive. Comparing him to those shady
televangelists is, however, unfair to him. He sought
no personal gain and no female admirers. I presume
this was a little gag on your part, and an admonition
to phonies.

I wish I knew more about my antecedents. I
know very little, for my parents, immigrants, were
loathe to talk about their past. I do not even know the
names of my mothet's people. They were unable to
come with their children to America. (They lost one
son in Russian wars.) My mother left Europe as a girl
of 15, with an older brother and sister. In Paris, she
was very pretty and narrowly escaped, a tale she
loved to tell over and over again, being put into a
whore's life, as her brother rescued her. I could not
persuade her either to write or to narrate it on to a
tape, as well as her life story. She had become a
citizen here, and was very proud of it, and although
she wrote haltingly, she spoke English without
accent. Many of us must have interesting historical
family stories. You will end up with a fanzine filled
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with thern yet!
My own history has not appreciably changed

since the letter you printed, with one exception. I
have come to realize that I was fading myself out. It
is unfair to myself and certainly to my wife. I must
go on as though I am living forever. (I am not that
original. I got that from Zorba the Greek.)

Sheryl, who is the veterinarian around here must
have some weird creatures as patients, if her cover is
an example. However, I appreciate it for its humor
rather than its verisimilitude. She is a sweetheart. I
have a niece who is also a vet and SIIE is a
sweetheart too. I guess it goes with the profession.

Be well. Be,n
[fone of the things I've tried to do with TRF was to
malrc it a friendly liale fanztne that seems like a
corwersation between or among friends, a place
where people couldfeel at home. Somehow, though,
I seem to luve lost that intimacy for which I was
striving. I'm hoping to get it back.//Lorenzo Dow was
indeed an interesting indivifual and itwas amazing
to discover how devoted to his religion he was to the
point where when he passed away he was far from
being a rich man. You're probably right about the
comparison to the carrent crop of televangelistswho,
ftom wlnt I've heard and read, actually been more
interested in acquiring wealth than in praperly
guiding nrd ministering to their congregations. He
definilely had a dffirent outlook and a dffirent set
of principles than they. I also must confess that arry
gag or a&nonishment on my part wcts not
conscioasly intentionol.//Since I became irwolved in
family genealogt I've come to qpreciate my
antecedents more and sympathize w ith those w ho for
reasons beyond their control lvtow liale or nothing
about their ancestors. As for those who claim no
interest in who their ancestors were-I very much
pity them their lack of concern about those who came
before. It's almost as if those people don't believe
that arryone who lived before them were interesting,
worthwhile people who in ways great and small
made our generations wlut they are through their
csre, conceFn, and sacrifices. Your all too brieJ
account ofyour mother was, to me,fascinating and I
would lnve liked to hear more. I'd really enjoy
hearing from TRF readers with persornl stories
about their ancestors, providing they'd care to shsre
them. AII those people of previous generations were
a ptt of history even if they w eren't kings, emperors,
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generals, presidents, great scientists or
philosophers.//I very tmrch hope that yotr do and can
woid 'Tading myself out". From what I've
experienced sofar, you ardthe other readers of TRF
who choose to reryond to this fanzine are good,
interesting people.//Sheryl is infued a gem and a
godperson to Iotow.JJ

1409 Chdsty Avenue
Louisville, KY 40204-2040
itmajor@iglou.com
May 1,2008

Dear Tom:

I too have a relative with the first and middle
names "Lorenzo Dow". He was born in 1878 and so
isn't likely to have been directly influenced by the
Lorenzo Dow.

IWnisters of the gospel are a little more common
and close. My great-uncle Aleck (John Alexander
McCord) v/as a Southern Baptist minister. Because
he was childless, Mother inherited his estate, which
included a diamond stickpin. She had the jewel
mounted in a ring, and it became Lisa's engagement
ring. Which she wants to pass on to my niece.

Also, the cousin of mine whose brother married
Lisa's aunt is a minister (Christian Church), the
cousin we stayed with on the way down to Pensacola
last year is a minister @piscopal, as was his father
and is his son), and so on. With a family containing
everything from Bahai to Jews, all flavors of
Protestant, Catholic, and even Orthodox, the religion
can get interesting.

"New Space Opera": I suspect that the history
seen by the humans of Simmons's "Muse of Fire"
would be not unfamiliar to SF fans. In A Midsummer
TempestPoul Anderson has a world were everything
in Shakespeare's plays is true. If the Bard were their
only culture, how else would they know anything?

"Water-Works ? or Not'': There are hot tub
manufacturers at the Kentucky State Fair and the
Louisville Flea Market.. The prices are a bit less than
$10k but there is installation and the support
structure to consider.

Readers? Riposte.: Telescopes. There will be a
solar eclipse in August zAn . The path of totality will
pass through Kentucky. The parking lot ofmy cousin
Ed's florist greenhouses will have less than one
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second less of totality than the ma:rimum. The
combination of Google maps and family ties . . .

The Sooiety of the Cincinnati is still going, if
you go by their website (www.thecincinnati.org)
which describes a vigorous progftLm of scholarship,
education, and social work. Thomas Jefferson was
the one who tookvigorous objection.

There was a French branch, which actually got
listed as a noble order before the Revolution. Which
may have helped create Tom'$ ire. And then we had
the Grand Army of the Republic, the United
Confederate Veterans, and so on. As with ttre
Veterans of World War I, which now apparently has
a membership of twq and one of them is post-
Armistice at that. (I'm talking US vets, of course.)

Grant got Lisa's computer a new CD drive, so
there's that. As for the Horse Park, let us know. We
took Grant there back in March but then his allergies
started acting up.

Lisa talks about feeling oppressed in flat land. If
you want to see where hillbillies come from, go
southeast of Lexington.

Banjos are down in North Carolina. Try hammer
dulcimers.

"If you want books filmed faithfully ." this
evokes the famous FmTrot sequence where Roger is
imagining how it would go if his son Jason and
Jason's friend Marcus were somehow playing roles
in the movie. They are reciting verbatim dialogue
from the book and the hard-pressed Peter Jackson
explains that the screenplay doesn't have that
particular dialogue, if they did the book word for
word it would take thirty hours to do each volume.
Jason and Marcus regret they were so overexcited by
that prospect that they couldn't reply

Meanwhil e, it has been announced that Bill Bull,
er, Guillermo del Toro will direct the two movies,
and already Sir Ian McKellen has been announced as
Gandalf. The first movie will be The Hobbit and the
second one, it says, will fill in the gap between that
and LotR. No doubt telling about Arwen and her
companion Gabrielle . . .

*Failed to predict the personal computer and
calculator . . ." There's always Asimov's "A Feeling
ofPower". Thorby used a calculator in Citizen of the
Galmy

Gustave Anjou and the spurious genealogy.
There are a lot of dubious family tfees out there. I
found one ffee that showed the compiler's descent
from some seventh-century Italian rulers. When
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Leibnitz became court philosopher at the Elector of
Hanover's court, he produced a genealogy showing
his descent from Wel{ a personal friend of Attila the
Hun.

Namarie,
Joseph T Major

[[Don't be too sure tlwt. In some roundabout way
tlwt ancestor might hqve been named arter the
origrnal Lorenzo Dow. I guess thst in yout onln
genealogical research you've leorned about the
practice offamily naming patterns back in the 1700s
and 1800s. It might not lwve been so a lrunfued
percent ofthe time butwas observedby large enmgh
number of family to be reasonably reliable in
determining fomily relationships. Sorneone in the
family may lwve had a long enough memory to
remember Dow. I could be wrong of course but back
then, for the most part, people di&r't pick names out
of thin air; there was uwally a reoson for any
particulor name.//There are hillbillies in several
Wrts of the country; it's just that not all of them
actually live up in the hills. I'm sure Termessee has
its shqe of them as well as Alabwna, with which
state I arn more familiar. I think hillbillism (if there
is such a word) is as much a state of mind as
anythingandjust another termfor re&teck.//Gee . . .
I don't remember WW onything about wanting a
movie filmed faithfully but---mo, wait* See the
conclusion.//"Bill Bull"?? Aren't you being a bit
disingenuous there? It reminds me of the time,
listening to one of CmI Haas's chssical music
brudcasts, where lrc referred to the composer "Joe
Green"-Giuseppe Verdi. Yeah, that's what his
ncrme would translate into English. But seeing as
how his ruas a dffirent rntiornlity, culture, and
Ianguage the originalwould seem more appropriate
and and respectfuI not so "c'utesy". The same, I
think, with Guillermo dpl Toro. Iilhich is, more
properly "of the Bull./Mell Leibnitzwasn't the only
onewith an inflatedfamily tree. Sopeople, I suspect,
hrcw there's was questionable but smothered any
qualms about the matter./Nnfortunately, I lwve no
interest in watching horse races*horses, on the
ather lnnd, I rtnd more interesting to look at and
watch in ways other than running in a circle while
Wr people bet money on them. We managed to
be in Michigan the weelcend of the Kenncky Derby,
though, because there wasn't much else on, we did
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watch the Derby an W. I was more affected by the
injury ond subsequent euthanizing of the second
place horse than Big Brown's win. Harses are
beautiful animsls that should be admired for their
grace and appearance in other ways than running in
circles for the entertainment of Human beings. My
positton is one that would probably upset a lot oJ
horse-racingfans. All I can say is, "deal with it".JJ

JAKaufinan@aol.com
Thu 05/15/08 10:09 PM

Thanks for the new issue of RF. What's that
thing on the cover supposed to be? Has Sheryl
Brikhead been reading HP Lovecraft? It looks like
the sort of dog Cthulhu would have as a pet. (Pardon
me, but I read a bunch of IIPL stories last week. I
hadn't revisited his work in about twenty years.)

I found your investigation oflorenzo Dow to be
interesting reading. I don't have anyone that
interesting in my very short family tree. It's very
short because I don't know anything about my
ancestors prior to my grandpaxents' arrival in the US
in the early 20th century.

Just as I am boggled by Sheryl's cover
illustration, I am also boggled by her tale of watery
woe, and glad she survived to tell us all about it. She
took infinite pains to get that tub, so I hope the pains
were eased when she soaked in it.

Your readers discuss the pros and cons of
reviewing books. I think this is a particular problem
in the sf field. Everyone who seriously reviews, fan
or pro, is likely to know at least some of the authors
they review works by. This is true of fans in fanzines,
pros in the promags, and even those who review in
the larger newsp4pers. Here in Seattle, I've noticed
that every person who's reviewed sf or fantasy books
in the Seattle Times over the past 30 years has been
an aspiring or successful sf writer themselves, and
ones who have mixed with pros at sf conventions.
This makes objectivity difficult at best.

I had a little houble in the lettercol telling where
one letter left off and the next began, and who had
written each letter. In a couple of places you used a
dotted line to sepaf,ate your comment from the next
letter. I'd suggest doing something similar after every
letter or between your conrment and the next letter
consistently.

I liked the labels from the Sadler Brewery, and
wonder in particular what Sadlers Green Man is like.
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Thin Ice also sounds intriguing.

Yours, Jerry Kaufrnan

[[I don't lvtow where Sheryl got those strange
critters she draws-and mrybe it's better that I don't
lvtow. Trying to picture the kind of dog Cthulhu
night have had os a pet makes rne shiver at what it
would have looked like. ,4fier an interval of rwenty
years, how do HPL's stwtes stand up for you? I
remember reading all the HPL stories I could and
beingfascinated by them-thiswas more than twenty
years ago, mind you--and beingfascinated by what
he had created. I hqve, unfortunately, only one
collection of HPL stories: At the Mountains oJ
Madness, purchased several years agofrom a used
book bookstore. A friend of nine when we were in
high school and during our college yeers had started
collectingArkham House collections of HPL. I'mnot
sure if it was back when they were first coming out
or not; it if was, the boaks would probably be work a
lot of money. I've lost touchwith him and so hwe no
idea d he still owns them. The copy I have says
"Third Large Printing!" andis copyright 1964. That
would have been around the time my friend began
acquiring them, so maybe they aren't particularly
valuable afier all.//Have you ever thought about
trying to learn more about those ancestors prior to
the ones who arrived here in the eorly 20th century?
You mightJind it interesting to try. But you'd need to
start by talkingtoyour oldest relatives before it's too
late. That is, tf you're interested in lcnowing. It'; a
huge task and you might rqther devote to things you
find more productive.// Sheryl's hot tub tale isn't
over yet, as you will have noticed earlier on in this
issue. Sfte's making progress.//Sorry for the
confusion in the letters column. I hope I've managed
to make it less confusing in this issue's Loccol with
the dauble line separator between the end of my
comments and the following letter.//I'd lil@ to Imow
what those ales are like but after checking the Sadler
Brewery site and seeing the prices and converting
them to American dollars and estimating overseas
shipping . . . I'm not that curious---or thirsty! I'm not
sure the brewery has ever considered exporting the
Sadler AIes. There probably wauldn't be a large
enough marlret to make it feasible. Unfortunately.
Unless I Imew someone who wqs going to England
andwould smuggle a couple of bottles. ;) ll
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June ll,2008
Dear Tom,

The cover to Reluctant Famulus #64 seems to
depia a whoozits-whatzits. It may even be a one
horned, propeller tailed whoozits-whatzits. That is an
increasingly rare breed. There also seems to be an
ant but ants aren't rare at all. They don't even
become rare when you spray environment destroying
chemicals on them. It's a good thing they don't grow
to the size shown in the movie Them, or we would be
both ovemrn and stomped on.

I would really be shocked if I turned up an
evangelist in my family tree. My father and I used to
ioke about finding a horse thief in our ancestry, but
an evangelist would be Something Else. I usually
think of evangelist as a synonym for scoundrel. In
spite of all the evidence to support that view, there
always seems to be an adequate supply of sheep. I
guess there is such a thing as compulsive victims. If
the sheep weren't victimized by evangelists, they
would be victimized by someone else.

Mssionaries are a special class of evangelists.
Occasionally, a missionary supplernents the protein
in the diet of some remote tribe of cannibals, so it
can't be said that they don't do any good at all. If
they only peddled their wares to truly primitive
people, it might seem almost reasonable. It isn't so
reasonable when they go into counfries like India and
China that have thousands of years of very
so'phisticated religious thinking.

Then there are the evangelicals. They're sort of
like missionaries without the dietary value. Awhile
bach I read about evangelicals going to Utah to
convert the Mormons. Whil e Mormons don' t usually
eat people, they might make an excepion for these
people.

I don't have an informed opinion on The New
Space Opera. I think of space opera as the sort of
sword and blaster adventure like they used to publish
in Planet Stories. Sar Wars was the same sfirff in
Technicolor. Steely eyed heroes and damsels in
distress are also essential elements of space opera.
When you start injecting ideas it dilutes the purity of
the space opera.

I've heard of faking genealogies before. I
suppose a fbke genealogy is something for the man
who has everything. If you think about it, you really
should want to be better than vour ancestors. It
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doesn't seem like a good thing to be worse than your
ancestors.

Yours truly, Milt Stevens

6325 Keystone St.
Simi Valley, CA 93063
miltstevens@earthl i nk. net

ffAnts aren't the only "pests" urnffected by
erwironment-destroying chemicals; sctw bugs also
seem to hwe a high tolerance to pesticides. Although
sow bugs seem relatively hormless.//Rating an
evangelist lower than a horse-thief is pretty severe-
but I think I crgree with that. There undoubtedly were
evangelists who were scounfuels, as there are in
other occapations. And there are fufinitely a god
supply of sheep willing to be fleeced and compulsive
victims.// Your comments on missionsries and
evangelists are funny--and true. Missionmies as a
dietary supplement for tribes of cannibals-whot a
bizarre concept. I can remember those cortoons and
some movie shorts showing amissionary or two in a
large stewpot or cauldron over a big fire while the
cannibals dsnced around in onticipation of a hearty
meal. Cannibalism sfiII seems to be one of the more
unpleasant lruman taboos. But then humans hqve
been lcnown to eat just about anything they can get
into their mouths. (See, for exnnple Anfuew
Zimmerman's show on the Food Clwnnel, I believe.
)//There is a certain amount of conceit and
anogance to those missionarieswho go to countries
lilre India and China to corvert the population. Why
they seem to prewme people in countrieswith their
antn well-established religion with which the people
have been very satisfied for centuries w ould happily
embrace someone else's religion is beyond me.
That's a whole lot of hubris.//There is a place for
serious, thoughtful sciencefiction and onefor Space
Opera. Sometimes we need pure and simple, almost
tmbelievable Space Opera just to relar our mindsfor
awhile. A steady diet of any one thing does become
boring.//From what I've red in my Nn pursuit oJ
genealogt, parents of earlier generations always
hoped their chilfuenwould grow up to be better and
more successful than they were cnd often
a lot for that gml. The fake genealogies were more
to enhonce someone's standing and feed their ega
and,for the onewhofaked the genealogies, away to
make money offthe sheep.JJ lF
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I find myself somewhat bemused by the
impression I get that some folks seem to think I
expect that a movie made from a novel should be
completely faithful to the novel. How anyone could
come to such a conclusion is a mystery to me. (Or
perhaps I never made myself clear on the matter.) I
am aware of the differences between movies and
novels and nwer expected one should scrupulously
follow the other. All I really ask of a movie made
from a novel is that the main character of the movie
be the same race as the novel's protagonist and in
certain instances, the same gender. Is that really such
a foolish idea? It doesn't seem so to me.

Beyond that, as long as the movie is
recognizable as having been taken from a novel, I
have no other issues with such movies. I am well
aware that movies and novels are two different forms
of entertainment. Novels present an internal view of
the world; movies an external one. That is, with a
novel the reader sees the unfolding of events in the
story tlrough the eyes of the protagonist and is privy
to the protagonist's ttroughts and emotions, his orher
innermost feelings and reasonings. People, places,
and things are presented to the reader as the main
character sees them. We readers, in a sense, become
the protagonist.

In movies, however, everything is viewed from
a point outside the protagonist's sphere. The reader
now becomes a mere spectator to all the action, an
observer as opposed to a participant as would be a
novel reader. With a movig all the descriptions of
people, scenery, and so on which may take up
paragraphs if not pages are replaced by the actual,
viewable physical counterparts. Nothing has to be
visualized; it's all there for the eyes with which we
see rather than the mind's eyes with which we
visualize what the protagonist sees. With a movie no
one actually becomes the hero; we're all bystanders
watching in fascination all that's going on before our
eyes and ears. Although there are movies which
shive to make people thinlq for the most part it's all
action, violence, and excitement. The hero jumps
right in, beats the hell out of the bad guy-and then
it's over. Until the next time.
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Books are up close and personal, they require
more of the reader in using brainpower and
concentration. Movies are a thrill ride, a roller-
coaster trip requiring only that the viewer hang on
tightly until the end. Afterthat, the moviegoer leaves
the theater happy and satisfied and not the least bit
challenged intellectually. A good novel, however,
leaves the reader happy, satisfied, thinking and
wondering and maybe even remembering for a long
time after. Books and movies each serve its own
particular purpose and when the former is turned into
the latter nec€ssary sacrifices have to be made
because of their different natures. But I still
(stubborn me) say the protagonist of a book made
into a movie should not change race or gender
because the novel was written to portray the life,
adventures, or tribulations of a certain certain
person-an individual with an individual's quirks,
peculiarities and, and auitudes-not some generic
being. Even though fiction, a novel, when turned into
a movie, should reflect the author's original vision of
the person, not some Hollywood actor's or
producer' s conceited notions.

But I guess I shouldn't complain knowing how
useless it is and realizing there are precedents for
such changes. Take the author Earl Derr Biggers for
example. He wrote a short series of novels about a
detective who was Chinese-{harlie Chan was his
narne. Then the Hollywood "geniuses" (way back in
the silent movies era at that) decided to make some
movies about Charlie Chan. Nothing wrong with
that. Except that from the silents through the talkies
and into the 1940s the majority of actors portraying
Charlie Chan were Caucasians made to look oriental.
Among them were Warner Oland (who, I think I read
somewhere, was Swedish) Sidney Toler, Roland
Winters, J. Canoll Naish-and even Ed Begley
Senior, for heaven's sake. Ed Begley, Sr.
Fortunately, however, it was on the radio and so only
his voice. Apparently Keye Luke, who played
Number One son opposite Warner Oland, was the
only true Chinese to portray Charlie Chan-and then
only as the voice of the detective on a TV cartoon
series.

Late Spring 2008



By somc srangp sd' of {tqtrghffi of trdlywood
prcduccrs rnd crsting ageots'it was all tigbt to rnrkc
a rnorrie sbffrt a Chinese ,denctive.-.sd in a
fwmable light rt *nt*"lnt re frr or cauing rrott
*rcrqunr rrdwtmceto hire e re*ln tchnl Chirlere
for tbs pun $o itrns; c*rt & s&ie mm iu the rolt
and Srscr mkarp m him instcld to mrkc him look
odentrl. Thrt'c *loffiyumod' fm you.

furd $rcl! s$ng gpcorod in mcrtics rnd
tehvisim in cryon rdct{vdy rmdl ptte. ltrowrnqy
Carasisrr vEre crst m Arnclican lndans wor tte
ycen (for exunplc, I. Csrroil Neish qho vrrs
:prcdomincdy kidt ud Sill Mineo d $icilim
per!ffigslt And what rboutg$ad dd lohn 1{oyoe in,
tle,rolo dGensbis $enghir*ufusver) Slrail (ft e
Corywry I 936). YcelF-$d's lldlywood frr f'ur.

Tomodify aplrra*ftoor rnodror rurrcu jusru
a mrp is mt to tcrittry, ncither is n rnotnie msile
fr(nr r boohlhe booh. fire ouly ttdng i!, rt ltlrt wirh,
i mry cne docrilt't @Cqu$Fr a vdleg vftery &erc
$arld bc a srountrin or o dccart nbcre elefrc *antd
bG. A rup nty ilot bG thc ttrritorybtlt it rtrirres to
resemblc thc, tcnitory srorc thrn rsnc noviea do
boofrs.

But may-bc l'd be beilpr ofrjug ignoring &rt
ecpre of, motiemrhiq wpccid$y rince *6 *ver tso-
to too euib:moryiot ttr}rsay, bocruso of ny ppr,sonnl.
crotchcty birs-.

So let's ikop tlp n{iectdbmhr ta mouics fird
ryrcato dislgr?e. Ttrcrc rrp much b€mcr uftjccts to'
disq$s- any,ttrgy.

Trgliaea,to sffio mrffc *cie* and my noctioos
b th€m"--

So$m-pqpmd-i*bwa. Erory cr e hcevity
dqdy day, in a yideut thundcrstrm, inride r crri
horto, building or u aight. A real blessirg 0o poqpls,
in the Arrazon nin fonxt or urrr.t-6n, povery and'
fmrine rti'*en African cnnuics. rurengtt
prcfqrn$Iy, tiley uuild have bsrry backrp* . . .)

g[isg;. A red bencfit to pcryle in the Amrzu raiu
for,ml nnr+cn, pq.€rty rrd funine rtickrn Africur,
ccunuia. cccsnrdy llcnotc ftrnc and urch in
Chinq Rucaiq and ro orl. I can ju*imlgine rny wifo
md me os r pair of $eg$nys:priling rlong US, lA7
on the wry b thc groacry Ettro, Koep yorG0f" usc
good s€nre, erd avrfd rrrureoesrry tripr.

$olrq.psqtwd ,ryffi$ bsqr{- Wour- Whar a
msrka iun. Cr$oat fs uro io plaoes whme tlreregc
hkee rnd doag hc cordine. tlc mucli src !o po$€

Lrtc$prhx200f

in deoa-t eiw swho haw EtWlF$nt tscds--+$cb
a$ fooq clotlring ad rhfltcr- or rnnlt rilford such
lnlsaisg.

Hyfueu;Fnl, gellJis$# H[s {And S[tC.]
The fid cctlg ar€ spcolivcr drere aren't msry
fiding *nims. llsrda'a gvirg thwr t limiud uid
in Crlif,ornia (Of aoryrfie*.with its pollutiw
problcma.) in ourain areai mly. Likcwhete Srere'$
a hydrogsn f,udlts glf;or. Not mucb,,uss to thc
gpnsal prblic rt'drie pdnt duo to linied nrrnbers
and eos ud psople *i$,murc uqgcnt nccdr**such
as foo{ clo&ing, snd ihdt€r ff crn't ford rueh
luxrrics.

IB.M r{.rvdlg }rycd{'s fl gLs}tnF$gl. Ycch. A
lcrl bcilrefit ($cr cornmmts to prcceding tsdinss,)
Wto'd haw ffiqrs to the ccnputer. You con't use it
as a lbod snple o rn inenponriv€ mour* to g!fring
torodftmnwork.

ffi nrc#ipg .hnss,..[raisM]* thfrLn{ff#q
s$e.s& A sourae doil m rophce thc kind vvr're
akedy udng. But rigfit,norv urly in the axprimertrl
Sagp ffid sowevailrblc,tojrfst Sfi$
&o, b"-our lqgg a fecility wordd be rqrrired to
pr,rrerco $e oil for consmptiolr--and ,trov mmy
nrch ficili,tis ursold bc flGcdGd" IIow much, $ptcrg
wa*d bc trlrcilr up wi$r illom frcili:de*?

trsfiqrl. fi'$ik:"swr;srsr-gf }iqfiEl| Ar widl
thc immcdltdy preocrliag ilun pr*ty rntrctr in the
qpcrimsotrl stlgp. f,frc fruit ir r ogr-food irrrn* and
so wouldn't ooiltpds sith *hu people nd for food.
Docstrft requirc,much unNtcr or &rtilrrcr lnd is, of
cortq r,srcwrble. Brx hotr rnrdr icltrg€ world e
fum reqrrire to grow cnflgh dtrc plants to bqin
pm&rtiur ofrlrc fud? And hln mwry frrms (rrking
up hnd $* eanldbc nfod forfbod cmfs) wotrld be
r€rlprfild for sycn * snall pcrccstage of our filel
r,resd$?

T'lte prcacdingiteear werreiurt a fetv t sarrin &c
nsu6 online arrd wnrn"t rcfrrally looking f,or nrch
thinp. llroy'rc atl good in tfteir rreys ur{ may,tc in
sorne *mdl way evw scicnoe fictionsl. But as
ronrthing bens$ci*l cnd trsdd to s lsrgs mrjqity
of d yrrcrld's pqtrdalion . . . trr wanld be nicG of
sqne oftlre :brains ururld dsr,so fralr ensgicc to
romcffing o{her thffi "nichc mtu*s" ThG,IUd-
trientod pno&rts at lens $hilld lnvc biccl
arprrimertod qt and Forfbqtcd at l€ast ttri,rty ycrn
exlier:

IVdl tncgh d$is rronsrrq it's limo o go for
norr'- Somril mt is$re"".Sulltlnrrser$ . . .
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